
  
 

MADD’s Mission is to: To end drunk driving, help fight drugged driving,  
support the victims of these violent crimes, and prevent underage drinking. 
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Good afternoon Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. I am Lisa Spicknall, Executive 

Director of Mothers Against Drunk Driving. Thank you for allowing me to submit written 

testimony in support of HB762. 

  

MADD is here in support of HB762 as this task force is a necessary study to understand and 

review the achievements made in the past 20 years in combating driving while under the influence 

of drugs and alcohol. As the basis of this task force is to identify and assess current efforts being 

taken in the State and other states to address driving while under the influence; identify national 

best practices for combating driving while under the influence; determine any gaps that may exist 

between current State efforts and identified national best practices for combating driving while 

under the influence; study and review new technologies being used to combat driving while under 

the influence of drugs and alcohol; identify the most effective and practicable technologies that 

could be implemented in the State, we feel it aligns with MADD’s national priorities.  

 

As MADD’s priority is to Eliminate Drunk Driving and see a future of No More Victims, we are 

dedicated to ensuring the most up to date technologies are keeping our roadways and loved ones 

safe.   

  

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the committee, we support HB762 not only for all of the 

victims who are so tragically affected by impaired driving each and every day. Please pass HB762 

out of committee, and allow the task force to study these very important topics. Thank you. 
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